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Abstract

34 Ways to Coca-Cola is a set of 34 walking guides that map, using Google Street View, a route to a Coke in each of the 34 Bristols around the world. Acknowledging the ‘original’ Bristol in the UK’s history in the slave and sugar trade, this project aims to connect all the Bristols worldwide using Coca-Cola. The starting point for each guide is the coordinates given in the Wikipedia page ‘List of places called Bristol’ (Wikipedia, 2014), the end point the nearest petrol station, vending machine or beach café. Transposing the form of the walking guide into a virtual space, this piece draws lines between the histories of slavery, sugar, mapping and place.
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Introduction

Aside from the original Bristol, in the United Kingdom, there are 34 other Bristols around the world. All of these Bristols are in the so-called ‘New World’, delineated and named in the centuries following European colonisation of North, Central and South America. I’ve written 34 Ways to Coca-Cola as a set of 34 short walking guides that map, using Google Street View and text, a route to a Coke in
each of the 34 Bristols around the world. Acknowledging Bristol, UK’s history in the slave and sugar trade, this project aims to connect all the Bristols worldwide using Coca-Cola.

Each guide is a few sentences long, building a series of fleeting Bristol-specific narratives that end with Coca-Cola, and begin with the words ‘you will be’. Bristol, UK is a town that came to riches and prominence through slavery and sugar, and sugar and slaves were its globalised commodities. Across the Atlantic in Little Bristol, Barbados, Bristol, Jamaica and Bristol, Georgia slaves planted, cut and rendered the world’s sugar cane, while the money and the sugar were funneled back to the Bristols in the UK and its colonies. Later, the USA distilled the essence of sugar and invented Coca-Cola: the original mass-produced globalised brand.

Each guide attempts to walk you through this history, and this piece draws on, and alludes to, a history of walking as knowing. Rebecca Solnit has described the history of walking as an ‘unwritten, secret history whose fragments can be found in a thousand unemphatic passages in books, as well as in songs, streets, and almost everyone’s adventures.’1 She then goes on to demonstrate what walking has produced materially: ‘paths, roads, trade routes; generated local and cross-continental senses of place; shaped cities; parks; generated maps, guidebooks, gear…’2 34 Ways to Coca-Cola operates at the nexus of these ideas about walking. It creates a materiality for itself in using the form of the guidebook; it relies on your working knowledge and experience of place, of medians and footpaths and expressways, of the word ‘Bristol’, of trade routes and alleyways, of shops and diners. But it also tugs at something more intangible, more secret: by using the virtual, it alludes to the imaginary, to the things not recorded by material experience. It relies on you using Google Street View to follow my routes, if you wish. It relies on you knowing that I wrote each guide using Google Street View, using someone else’s images, recycled through my imaginary, and into yours. Both this materiality and mystery speak to me of the ways in which places can be made.

In this way, the piece tracks between past and present, between history and virtuality. For the guidebook to function as a plausible tool to map these networks, however, the route through each space needs to follow a strict set of guidelines, otherwise the value, or distance, to a Coca-Cola would become somewhat arbitrary.

I used the same method for each Bristol. Each walk was given its starting point by the coordinates listed in the Wikipedia page “List of places called Bristol”.3 I followed this page very strictly, even making two walks for Bristol, Pennsylvania, because the Wikipedia page had erroneously listed it twice, using slightly different coordinates. Using Google Maps (on Earth view), I would enter

---

each coordinates for each Bristol. The little red pin \(\bullet\) would fall on the map, and I would drag the little yellow pegman symbol \(\hat{\bullet}\) of Google Street View onto the pin, and see where on earth I was. Next was a process of walking, virtually, along highways, dirt paths, central reservations and across gardens in search of the nearest petrol station, convenience store or vending machine. After I located the closest Coca-Cola I would use the ‘Directions to’ tool on Google Maps to determine the exact distance between the Coke and my starting point.

The rules for generating each image to accompany each walking guide were just as strict. Using Google Maps (on Earth view) I would zoom in on each red pin marker to its closest point. Then I would zoom out by four points, and take a screenshot of this image. In this way, each image of each Bristol holds the same approximate values. As a viewer, it is close enough to get a sense of each landscape: its colours (at the time the image was taken), its contours, its differences. There is a human scale to each image, a walkable-ness; they are not seen from outer space. Something, here, is felt.

This method also revealed the hierarchy of Google Maps imagery for each Bristol: the closest zoom on the Bristols in, for example, Peru and New Brunswick still hovered some way above the terrain, somewhat pixelated, whereas the closest zoom in Bristol, Connecticut revealed each dimple in the tarmac, every discarded bottle on its rooftops. As a result, some of the images have an abstract, painted quality, some look like road maps, some are run through with traffic islands and shadows, with detail. This is important as I generate text and images that try to evoke and describe places I, and perhaps you, have never been.

Writing these guides was a strange experience. Seeing places you’ve never been through Street View is oddly hypnotic. Sometimes a street changes from summer at one end into winter at the other. I would come across somehow hidden, secret things, revealed partially in the obscurity of my journeys: a sign to Mystery Cave State Park in Bristol, Minnesota; a broken sign that reads A TOPARTS in Bristol, Colorado; the Mother Lode Motel in Bristol, Nevada. Moments of grandeur, too: finding myself on the banks of the Rio Marañon in Bristol, Peru; catching a glimpse of the Blue Ridge Mountains from a suburban driveway in Bristol, Virginia.

In each one, materiality and mystery, Bristol after Bristol after Bristol. I hope you enjoy walking with me between historical and contemporary resonances and connectors, in search of a Coke.
BRISTOL VILLAGE, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA

Start Point: 46°26′36″N 67°36′55″W
End Point: Irving Services

Distance: 0.7 miles

You will be on the hard shoulder of Hwy 130, looking into a dip of grass, a line of spruce pine, and a No Entry sign. If it is summer, there will be a rectangle of wild flowers beneath the sign. Turn 180 degrees, and, keeping to the hard shoulder, follow the exit ramp past sculpted median lawns until you reach the junction with Main St. Take a left on Main and walk straight, past The Bargain! Shop and the Post Office on your left, keeping the St. John River to your right. After one block you’ll come to the Irving petrol station on your left, just opposite the covered wooden bridge, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, QUEBEC, CANADA

Start Point: 45°35'00"N 76°23'00"W
End Point: Pine Lodge

Distance: 8.6 miles

You will be in flat deciduous forestland. Head southwest through this forest for 0.4 miles until you reach Chemin 6 Line. Head southeast on Chemin 6 Line for 0.8 miles, then take the second right onto Chemin de Maryland. Follow this farm road for 1.5 miles until you reach Hwy 148, a two-lane tarmacked road strung on either side with open fields and telephone wires. Take a right and follow this road for 2.6 miles, past Bristol Marine, until you get to Chemin de Bristol. Take a left and follow Chemin de Bristol for 3 miles. When you reach Chemin River, take a left. Pine Lodge is 0.3 miles down Chemin de Pine Lodge, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2015 DigitalGlobe, Map Data ©2015 Google
LITTLE BRISTOL, BARBADOS

Start Point: 13°15’04”N 59°38’38”W
End Point: Fishermans Pub

Distance: 0.03 miles

You will be in the car park of St Peter’s Church. From here, walk due west under three shady trees until you reach Queens St. Cross Queens St and continue straight onto the beach. Once you’re on the sand, take a right and walk for 30 seconds. The Fishermans Pub will be on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 CNES / Atrium, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, COSTA RICA

Start Point: 10°02'00"N83°18'00"W
End Point: Soda Chalo

Distance: 2.7 miles

You will be in dense flora: palm, fern, cedar, tamarind, orchid, almond, cypress, papaya, on the outer reaches of the Parque Nacional Barbilla. Walk due west 0.3 miles through this jungle, until you reach a track called Entrada Bristol – Baltimore – Corina. Take a right and follow it for 0.6 miles. When you reach Route 32, take a left and walk 1.8 miles. After you pass Ent. La Esperanza you will find Soda Chalo on your right, a bar set on stilts in the trees, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, JAMAICA

Start Point: **18°17'00"N 77°32'00"W**
End Point: Petcom Gas Station

Distance: 3.9 miles

You will be in dense, wet forest. Walk north for 0.3 miles until you hit a road, and take a left. Follow this road as it winds and twists, shouldered by houses, for 2.4 miles, until you reach the junction with B-5. Take a right onto this road, which slopes and turns around houses as the one before, and follow it for 0.9 miles until it forks into three. Take the right hand fork and keep walking for 0.3 miles until you see Petcom petrol station on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRÍSTOL, PERU

Start Point: 4°50'00"S 76°35'00"W
End Point: Hotel el Blanco

Distance: 1.9 miles

You will be on the banks of the Rio Marañón, a wide brown river that cuts through rugged, forested territory. Head east along its bank for 1.2 miles, until you reach the outskirts of San Lorenzo. You’ll hit a road: keep on it, heading east for another 0.6 miles until you see the Hotel el Blanco on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, COLORADO USA

Start Point: 38°07'20"N 102°18'40"W
End Point: Shorty’s Cafe

Distance: 4.2 miles

You will be beside a gravel landfill on the side of La Belle Avenue. Walk south along La Belle Avenue/US-35 S, away from Sand Creek Massacre Historic Site. The road cuts through flat farmland, past grain silos, ranch houses, cattle fences and aluminium barns. After 2 miles you’ll cross the Arkansas River. Walk a further 2 miles, until you reach the train tracks by the white towered silo that says GRANADA. Cross the tracks and after one block take a right onto E Goff Ave/US-400 E/US-50 E. Walk another block and on the corner of S Snowden St you’ll find Shorty’s Cafe, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT USA

Start Point: 41°40'18"N 72°56'57"W
End Point: Corner Stop Cafe

Distance: 0.01 miles

You will be on the corner of West St and School St, beside a shop selling hippie gifts called Choices. Cross the street at the lights to the other side of West St. You’ll see Corner Stop Cafe, at the corner of West and Divinity, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, FLORIDA USA

Start Point: 30°25′37″N84°58′45″W
End Point: Auto Value

Distance: 0.25 miles

You will be in a faded patch of grass in between the Liberty County High School baseball diamond and football field. Head west for the thick sandy path that leads away from the fields and onto County Rd 12. Take a right onto County Rd 12 for 0.2 miles until you see Auto Value of Bristol on your left. Cross the forecourt and you will see, set against the front of the building, a vending machine where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, GEORGIA USA

Start Point: 31°26'54"N82°12'53"W
End Point: Country Boys Mini Mall

Distance: 0.1 miles

You will be on a grass verge beside a piece of rusting red agricultural machinery overgrown with weeds. Head north and cross over GA-32, a two-lane highway, and walk diagonally across the area of lawn dotted with cigarette price boards and highway signs. Country Boys Mini Mall will be immediately in front of you, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, IOWA USA

Start Point: 43°24′43″N93°28′04″W
End Point: Fast Stop
Distance: 4 miles

You will be on 448th St, a gravel dirt county road. Head west and take the first right onto Bluebill Ave and follow it north through flat farmland for 0.7 miles. Take the first left onto State Hwy 105, a red, cakey road that bisects soybean fields. Follow this route for 3.3 miles, remembering to bend and follow the road to the left after you pass Norsemen Outdoors on your right. At the first house on your left, the road becomes E Main St. Keep straight past houses, sycamores, churches. At the intersection of N Lake St you’ll see Fast Stop on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, ILLINOIS USA

Start Point: 41°41'08"N 88°25'41"W
End Point: Wendy’s

Distance: 2 miles

You will be on the grassy side of Cannonball Trail, facing the white clapboard Bristol Troop Hut. Walk southwest on Cannonball Trail for 1.4 miles. At N Bridge St, take a left. Follow Bridge St as it thickens with trees and then gives way to cleared fields and a telecoms tower. After Carpenter St and Forever Metals, Wendy’s will be on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, INDIANA USA

Start Point: 41°43′16″N85°49′06″W
End Point: George Washington Masonic Blue Lodge

Distance: 0.006 miles

You will be on the edge of a property line, facing a communal gravel parking lot. Head east across the parking lot towards the George Washington Masonic Blue Lodge on the other side. Set against the exterior wall will be a vending machine, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, LOUISIANA USA

Start Point: 30°22'15"N92°08'18"W
End Point: Albert & Annie’s Lil General

Distance: 4.2 miles

You will be on the side of Bosco Hwy, in green flatland. Walk south on Bosco Hwy for 1.6 miles. Turn right onto Thomas Rd, a narrow dirt track that takes three right-angled turns before tipping you out after 1.5 miles onto Osage Trail. Take a left onto Osage Trail and follow it for 1.1 miles through parkland and trailer parks. Albert & Annie’s will be on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, MARYLAND USA

Start Point: 38°47'32"N76°40'06"W
End Point: Lothian Service Centre

Distance: 0.01 miles

You will be standing on the double yellow line that bisects Southern Maryland Blvd. Pivot to your right and you will see the Lothian Service Centre and a sign that reads LUCKY LOTTERY WE PAY EXTRA. Enter the service station, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, MAINE USA

Start Point: 43°57′27″N69°30′33″W
End Point: Deb’s Bristol Diner

Distance: 0.05 miles

You will be on a grassy island, beside a commemorative flagpole. Walk south on Bristol Rd. Almost immediately Deb’s Bristol Diner will appear on your right, a pale blue clapboard building with a sign saying HOME COOKIN, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, MICHIGAN USA

Start Point: 44°06′14″N 85°35′01″W
End Point: Bristol Store

Distance: 0.01 miles

You will be beside a modern shotgun house, on the side of a dirt road. Walk south on Raymond Rd until you reach the junction with E 8 Mile Rd. Take a right onto 8 Mile and you will see Bristol Store ahead on your right, a low-slung building with a plaster ice cream cone rendered on the front, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, MINNESOTA USA

Start Point: 43°32'40"N 92°10'09"W
End Point: Time Out Sports Bar

Distance: 9.1 miles

You will be outside a yellow ranch house, facing wide flat fields. Head south on Township Rd 321, away from Mystery Cave State Park and towards County Rd 44. Take a left onto 44 and follow it straight for 8 miles, through flat brown grassland. Turn left onto Acounty Rd 44 and follow it for 0.8 miles, past Kinsley Mercantile and Tractor Store and Torgerson’s Paint and Floor Covering. Just before Village Green Amish Quilts and Gifts you will see Time Out on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, MISSOURI USA

Start Point: 39°05′30″N94°27′10″W
End Point: Corner Spot General Store

Distance: 0.4 miles

You will be on the side of S Ralston Ave, facing a double fronted brick house flying an American flag. Walk north on Ralston for one block. At E 14 St take a left and walk another two blocks through the neighbourhood. Take a right onto S Hardy Ave. At the corner of E Truman Rd, by the orange Maywood Car Wash, take a left and pass the storefront Casa de Dios & Iglesia del Nazareno Church. After another block, you will see the Corner Spot on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, NEW HAMPSHIRE USA

Start Point: 43°35′28″N71°44′12″W
End Point: Gina’s Place

Distance: 0.01 miles

You will be outside a red colonial building housing Dancing Feet Studios and Goodrum Electric. Walk west on Pleasant St., past Norton’s Not Just Antiques and Gina’s Place will appear almost immediately on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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BRISTOL CITY, NEVADA USA

Start point: 38°04′48″N 114°37′07″W
End point: A&B Services

Distance: 24.3 miles

You will be in a bowl of sand and sagebrush, looking at silted-over remains of silver mines and copper ore, a ruined smelter, broken down stone and clapboard housing, worn down wheel-roll tracks. Take Bristol Wells Rd leading south. This dirt road bends around to the east and then clocks north, northwest across red soil sagebrush hills. Stay on it for approx. 10.1 miles, until you reach the intersection with the Great Basin Highway (US-93 S). Take a right, and walk a further 11.2 miles. When you come to a fork, take a right in the direction of the blue SCENIC ROUTE sign (NV-321 S). After a further 2.1 miles, just past the Mother Lode Motel, you will see A&B Services on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

NB. Before making this walk, make an appointment with Kerr McGee, the mining corporation that owns Bristol City, NV. If you do not make an appointment, you will be trespassing.
BRISTOL, NEW YORK USA

Start Point: 42°49′11″N 77°25′28″W
End Point: Sunoco

Distance: 2.6 miles

You will be beside a willow tree facing an open meadow. Walk east for 0.3 miles on Lane Rd, a narrow country road lined with ash, elm, maple and willow. At Elm Tree Rd take a right, and walk a further 0.9 miles through thick deciduous forest lined on the right hand side with telephone wires. As the trees clear to reveal an open view of rolling hills and ridges, you’ll see Bristol Rd on your left. Take Bristol Rd and follow it downhill for 1.5 miles, past the white clapboard Bristol Town Hall and Justice Court, until you reach Sunoco on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, OHIO USA

Start Point: 39°41′52″N81°43′53″W
End Point: Jo-Ad Specialty Market

Distance: 8.5 miles

You will be beside a two-lane road backed by young trees, beside an orange post. Head west on this road, OH-78, which winds downhill through countryside. Keep following OH-78 for 8.4 miles. When you reach Main St, take a right. Follow Main for two blocks, past the Civil War memorial, and Jo-Ad Specialty Market will be on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA USA

Start Point: 40°06'12"N 74°51'05"W
End Point: Mountain Laurel Spirits

Distance: 0.1 miles

You will be on a tree-lined trail that cuts through Bristol Spurline Park, behind a large white industrial building. Walk southwest until you reach Lafayette St. Turn right onto Lafayette until you reach Canal St, fronted by a tall brick industrial chimney and a green fire escape. Turn right down Canal, a back-ended warehouse passage. Opposite Fidelity Fibers Plymouth Yarn Co. you’ll see Grundy Industrial Complex. Inside here, a repurposed factory, you’ll find Mountain Laurel Spirits, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA USA

Start Point: 40°07'00"N 74°51'59"W
End Point: Dunkin’ Donuts

Distance: 1.2 miles

You will be on Forest Ave, a narrow suburban street with cracked tarmac. Head east, and after a block you will reach Bath Rd. Turn left and walk another block until you reach Lakeland Ave. Take a right. Follow Lakeland Ave through Silver Lake Country Park and alongside Magnolia Lake on your left. Follow Lakeland for 0.6 miles until you reach the junction with Beaver Dam Road, where you take a right. Follow Beaver Dam Road for 0.4 miles, passing wide-set houses divided by white fencing, rolled up chain-link wire, an Assembly House of God. Just before you reach the 6-lane Bristol Pike, opposite Fuente de Vida, you’ll see a drive-thru Dunkin’ Donuts, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND USA

Start Point: 41°41'03"N 71°16'07"W
End Point: Ammouri’s Gas and Food Mart

Distance: 0.6 miles

You will be on Waterman St, a suburban street with large clapboard houses set back from the street behind wide lawns. Head west and then take a right onto Sherry Ave, keeping straight past St Mary’s Cemetery, laid out behind the chainlink fence on your left. After 0.2 miles take a left onto Chestnut Ave, again keeping the cemetery to your left. Take a right on Hope St, and Ammouri’s will be one block up on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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BRISTOL, SOUTH DAKOTA USA

Start Point: 45°20′43″N 97°45′03″W
End Point: Dale’s Service

Distance: 0.6 miles

You will be in an alleyway behind A&T Transmissions. Head north for a block until you reach 2nd Avenue W, a shaded neighbourhood street. Take a left and then a right onto 2nd St. Follow 2nd until you reach Railroad Ave W, a large area of asphalt, train tracks, siding and railroad cars backed by collections of steel silos, grain elevators and goods warehouses. At the Wheat Growers Grain Office, take a left onto Railroad Ave, and walk behind rusting Standard Oil pump stations and white depots. Take a right on 423rd Ave, and follow it straight for 0.2 miles, crossing the railroad tracks when they appear. At US-12, a four-lane highway with a median, take a right and walk along the grass at its edge. Dale’s will be a two-minute walk on your left, tucked in between the steel silos, where you can get your Coca-Cola.

Imagery ©2016 Google, Map Data ©2016 Google
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE USA

Start Point: 36°34'09"N 82°11'51"W
End Point: Fatz

Distance: 0.05 miles

You will be on a residential lawn. Walk northwest, away from the blue plastic pool and towards the sounds of highway traffic. After a few steps you’ll be in a car park, flanked by two grass berms and Volunteer Parkway, a four-lane highway divided by a grassy median and young, equally spaced trees. Head southwest through the parking lot. After one minute you will reach Fatz restaurant on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, TEXAS USA

Start Point: 32°27'41"N 96°34'11"W
End Point: Bristol General Store and Grill

Distance: 0.05 miles

You will be in the middle of Old Walnut St, in the shade of several walnut trees. Walk northwest on Old Walnut and you’ll almost immediately hit Stacks Rd. Take a left here and you’ll see Bristol General Store, an old-fashioned clapboard structure set back behind two gas pumps on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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BRISTOL, VERMONT USA

Start Point: 44°07′45″N 73°04′16″W
End Point: The Village Corner Store

Distance: 0.4 miles

You will be on the banks of the New Haven River. Head north, away from the water, across the shale banks and up through the scrub until you reach East Street. Take a left and walk straight as deciduous trees give way to residential housing, backed by high hills covered in trees. Two blocks after the Bristol Library on your right, you will come to The Village Corner Store, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, VIRGINIA USA

Start Point: 36°36'40"N 82°10'34"W
End Point: Country Boys Food Mart

Distance: 0.4 miles

You will be beside a large domestic residence. Follow the driveway as it curls around front lawns and tips you out onto Holly Lane, a secluded one-lane street. In the distance you will see the low-slung foothills of the Southern Appalachian, or Blue Ridge, mountains. Head east on Holly, and take your first right onto Arlington Ave, winding your way down through this neighbourhood of one-storey brick and wooden homes. Take a left on Garden St, and follow it to the junction with Euclid Ave. Take a left onto Euclid, and you will see Country Boys ahead of you on your right, on the other side of a grassy traffic island, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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BRISTOL, WASHINGTON USA

Start Point: 47°08’50"N120°47’59"W
End Point: Twin Pines Drive-In

Distance: 5.3 miles

You will be on the side of WA-10 W, facing a railway line and beyond, the thin Yakima River and a long bluff edged with spruce pine. Walk northwest on this river valley road for 3.5 miles, through rock cut, keeping the Yakima on your left. You will come to a crossroads. Continue straight as WA-10 becomes WA-970 and walk a further 1.8 miles as the landscape flattens and dries out. Twin Pines will be on your right, set back from the road behind a bank of firs, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, WISCONSIN USA

Start Point: 43°14'45"N 89°10'44"W
End Point: Bristol Quik Mart

Distance: 3.9 miles

You will be in the middle of a large, dry, red cracked field. Head south for 0.5 miles, through a brief copse of trees and out again into a furrowed meadow. You will reach Vinburn Rd, an agricultural road that cuts between fields, next to large metal irrigation systems. Head east on Vinburn for 1.3 miles. When you reach Elder Lane, just past the group of steel silos with rusting tops, take a left. Follow Elder for 1.1 miles. When you reach the junction with County Rd V, take a left and walk a further 1.6 miles. A few minutes past the rounded brown brick chimney on your right you will come to Bristol Quik Mart, also on your right, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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BRISTOL, WISCONSIN USA

Start Point: 42°32'35"N88°00'58"W
End Point: Country Side Market

Distance: 1.8 miles

You will be at the end of a dirt track, looking out over low farmland. Head west on this track for 0.25 miles until you reach a pink flamingo garden ornament and a red truck. This is the beginning of 176th Ave. Walk south on 176th Ave, through dense woodland and driveways. After 0.3 miles you will reach Wilmot Rd. Take a right and walk along Wilmot Rd, keeping houses and trees and driveways on your right and vast ploughed brownfield on your left. Keep walking for 1.5 miles until you reach a set of traffic lights. Cross at the lights and the Country Side Market will be on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
BRISTOL, WEST VIRGINIA USA

Start Point: 39°17'16"N80°31'27"W
End Point: Rich Oil

Distance: 0.8 miles

You will be on the side of Raccoon Run Rd, between a white clapboard antebellum house and a Storage Express Unit, rows of blue garage doors with red frames. Head north a few steps to reach the North Bend Rail-Trail, a crushed-limestone trail formerly the main line of the B&O railroad. Take a left. After 0.7 miles, take a right onto Turkey Run. Rich Oil will be almost immediately ahead on your left, where you can get your Coca-Cola.
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